
 

Moving in front of users expectation GALAXY created 

GeForce 7600 GS ZaZen & 7300 GT  ZaZen ! 

 
- New name for passive cards - ZaZen 

- Equipped with up to 512 MB memory - DDR2 

- Arctic-Cooling heatsink- passive solution with effective cooling performance 

- Support SLI and 90nm build process  

- Ensures top-notch compatibility and performance for all DirectX 9.0C applications, including 

  Shader Model 3.0 titles, Windows Vista compatible. 

- NVIDIA® CineFX™ 4.0 engine 

- Feature NVIDIA PureVideo™ technology, a combination of hardware and software that 

  brings consumer electronics-quality video to the PC. * 

- Support for high definition H.264 hardware decode acceleration on GeForce 7 series GPUs. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*The photo above is for reference only. The figure is subjected be changed without prior notice. 

 
 

� 70% higher throughput thanks to heatsink optimized for natural convention 
� Identical cooling performance even for SLI configurations due to optimized 

integration of the cooler into the case ventilation 
� MX-1 high performance thermal compound ensures optimal thermal dissipation 

even after years of use 
� Retention mechanism includes 4 specially designed supports  to stop the heatsink 

from rotating. 
� The Fanless design ensures complete noiselessness and maintenance-free 

operation.
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    ZaZen products : 
 

Galaxy ZaZen 7600GS 512MB/128bit DDR2 with natural convention heatsink solution. 

Galaxy ZaZen 7600GS 256MB/128bit DDR2 with natural convention heatsink solution. 

Galaxy ZaZen 7300GT 256MB/128bit DDR2 with natural convention heatsink solution. 

Galaxy ZaZen 7300GT 128MB/128bit DDR2 with natural convention heatsink solution. 

 
The Galaxy 7600 GS & 7300 GT are equipped with a noiseless cooling heatsinks, 

specially prepared with help of Arctic Cooling. The cards provide a crystal clear video, 
and a best performance for the price. They’re dedicated to the users seeking for quiet 

fan-less device, without dropping performance level. The  “dream come true” VGAs    
for all the high quality media center stations, and gamer’s PC desktops. 

 
 
 

Enjoy the silence ! 
 

 


